
 

 

Companion Cards for the Evolving Soul – Quick Reference 

 

1. Child (The card of new beginnings) - A baby or child, new beginnings, birth of a 

new project, innocence, playfulness. 

2. Woman (The card of femininity and individuality) - Inquirer, feminine energy, a 

woman (literal). 

3. Man (The card of masculinity and individuality) - Inquirer, masculine energy, a 

man (literal). 

4. Apple (The card of holistic health) - Health, well-being, balance. 

5. Castle (The card of security) - Home, security, inheritance. 

6. Teapot (The card of conversation) - Socialising, connecting with friends/family, 

discussions, gossip. 

7. Web (The card of complications) - Complications, being over-committed, feeling 

stuck, deception – web of lies, the internet. 

8. Blue-Ringed Octopus (The card of self-preservation) - Self-protection, illusion, 

guarded, defensive, feeling threatened. 

9. Bee (The card of productivity) - Vocation, industrious, busyness, flighty, anxious. 

10.  Well (The card of soul searching and deeper understanding of self) - Deep-

seated emotions, grief, psychic ability, unknown, hidden, secrets, depression. 

11.  Candle (The card of potentials) - vulnerability, fears, potential for growth, a 

snippet of information, a glimmer of hope in the darkness. 

12.  Lighthouse (The card of guidance, truth and clarity) - Guidance, counselling, 

support, shedding light on the subject, illuminating the truth. 

13.  Symbols (The card of deeper meanings) - significant event, soul connections, 

receiving signs, connection to higher self and the Universe. 

14.  Raven (The card of listening) - The messenger, good news, verbal 

communication, birds-eye view. 

15.  Inkwell (The card of reading writing) – Written communication, contracts, email 

and text messages. 

16.  Deer Stag (The card of strength) – Standing strong, holding your ground, power, 

leadership, manager, dominance, control, warrior. 

17.  Dice – (The card of taking chances) - Chance, luck, taking a gamble, element of 

risk. 

18.  Toxins (The card of cleansing) - Toxic environment (external or internal), toxic 

thoughts/beliefs, vices, addiction, exposure to pollutants. 

19.  Drain (The card of releasing) - Letting go, sense of loss, money going out, 

purchases, debts, bills. 

20.  Padlock (The card of stillness) - A necessary pause, taking time out, barrier, 

obstacles, delays. 
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21.  Umbrella (The card of boundaries) – creating/maintaining boundaries, protection 

of self or assets, insight, pre-planning, forward thinking. 

22.  Hourglass (The card of patience) - When the timing is right, divine timing, 

trusting the processes, it will happen when it is meant to. 

23.  Ladder (The card of ascension) – Professional or personal development, growth, 

workplace, hierarchy, “climbing the corporate ladder”. 

24.  Footprints (The card of physical movement) - Reputation, making an 

impression, moving on, choosing to go. 

25.  Butterfly (The card of transition) - Transformation, liberation, positive change, 

spiritual awakening. 

26.  Dog (The card of integrity) – A close friend, loyalty, companion. 

27.  Sunflower (The card of unity and community) - A community that resonates, 

being on the right path, positive and vibrant energy. 

28.  Car (The card of acceleration) - Self-control, moving forward, domestic travel, 

road trip, buying a car. 

29.  Airplane (The card of expansion) - Overseas travel, international connections, 

things are taking off, time to fly. 

30.  Cat (The card of resilience) - Resilience, landing on your feet, recovery, many 

lives in one, past lives. 

31.  Rose (The card of unconditional love) - Unconditional love for the self and 

others, romance, finding your passion in life. 

32.  Weather Vane (The card of infinite directions) - Being gently guided, direction, 

infinite possibilities, winds of change are blowing. 

33.  Humpback Whale (The card of purpose) - Sense of purpose, task, meaningful 

journey, setting goals. 

34.  Owl (The card of wisdom and knowledge) - Wisdom, knowledge, education, 

higher perspective, the observer; also, an older person. 

35.  Money Tree (The card of abundance) - Abundance, wealth, hard work paying 

off, income, savings. 

36.  Rainbow (The card of endless possibilities) - Good fortune, dreams and visions, 

the best outcome; also art, creativity and homosexuality.  

 

 

 


